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The folks at the Red River Historical Society in Powell
County — this former bank building is their museum —

sponsored their first Speakers Bureau program in 1999.
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We thank these contributors for their important gifts to the Speakers Bureau.
Their generosity makes it possible for thousands more Kentuckians to enjoy
and learn from the speakers and Chautauqua performers in this catalog. Are
you or your company interested in supporting the Speakers Bureau in your
pan of the state? Please contact Virginia Smith at 859/257-5932.
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TOYOTA MOTOR MANUFACTURING NORTH AMERICA. INC.

The Kentucky Humaniiies Council. Inc. gratefully acknowledges a gift to the Speakers Bureau
from Toyota Motor Manufacturing North America. Inc. of Erlanger. Kentucky. This gift will
be used to support Speakers Bureau programs in northern Kentucky.
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COMMUNITY

The Kentucky Humanities Council, Inc. gratefully
acknowledges a gift to the Speakers Bureau from the Blue
Grass Community Foundation of Lexington. This gift will
be used to support Speakers Bureau programs in central
Kentucky,
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National

CHy.
The Kentucky Humanities Council. Inc. gratefully acknowledges gifts to the Speakers Bureau
from National Citybanksin Bowling Green.Lexington, London, and Owensboro. Thesegiftswill
be used to support Speakers Bureau programs in westeni. central, and south central Kentucky.
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Introduction
Welcome to the fifteenth edition of the Kentucky Humanities Council Speakers
Bureau catalog!

In 2000-2001 we're proud to bring you, once again, a bigger and better Speakers
Bureau. This catalog includes 24 Featured Speakers, the most ever. There are

another 28 speakers on our More Speakers roster, plus seven Chautauqua characters.
These presenters are offering more than 120 great programs. The variety is stun
ning — whatever yourgroup's interest, there's something here for you. And, as
always, you can count on the high level of excellence you've come to expect from
the Speakers Bureau.

We hope you enjoy our latest catalog, and we thank you for using the Speakers
Bureau so enthusiastically and for supporting it so generously.

Important points to remember about the Speakers Bureau:
>• Ourprograms are free to nonprofit community groups anywhere in Kentucky.
Minimum audience size: 25 adults for talks; 40 adults for Chautauqua.
> The Speakers Bureau is not available free for classroom or student programs or
to college sponsors. It is available at cost ($225 for speakers; $350 for Chautauqua)
to these groups and to for-profit organizations. There is no limit on the number of
programs a sponsor can purchase.

> A nonprofit organization is limited to two free Speakers Bureau programs,
including onefree Chautauqua performance, each year (August through July). There
is a $35 application fee. which covers up to two free programs persponsor. Thisfee
is nonrefundable if the program you selected is available. It will be returned if your
program is not available.

> Admission to Speakers Bureau programs must be free. (You may charge admis
sion to talks or Chautauqua performances yourgroup has purchased through KHC.)
> KHC pays each speaker's honorarium and travel directly. Sponsors are respon
sible for overnight accommodations, if needed.

>• All Featured Speakers and Chautauqua performers will travel statewide. Those

listed under More Speakers may, as noted in the listings, restrict their travel to
certain regions.

>• Speakers Bureau funding runs out quickly,often before September 1. Please
apply early, even tor programs late in the funding period. Application instructions
and forms are at the back of this catalog.
> An assistive listening device for people with hearing loss is available from the

Speakers Bureau. Your sponsor's packet will include instructions for borrowing it.
>• If you have questions or problems, please call Cathy Ferguson at the Kentucky
Humanities Council, Inc., 859/257-5932.
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Featured Speakers

Reflections on Blue Licks
Some Thoughts on the Battle of Blue Licks
From ihe time it was fought on August 19. 1782. the Balticol Blue Licks has been

mythologi/cd. There's no question that it was one of the worst defeats suffered by American
forces on the Kentucky frontier during the Revolutionary War, but there has been much

dispute over how it happened. Was reckless leadership to blame tor the deaths of nearly 70
Kentuckians? In this talk. Adams argues that effective tactics by the Native American
opposition, not errors by the militia, made the difference.

Vlichael C. C.
Adams
Professor of History
Northern Kentucky
University

Dept. of History and
Geography
Northern Ky. University
Highland Heights. KY 41099

No Requirements.

"When the Man Knows Death*': Civil War Poetry of N. S. Shaler
Nathaniel Southgate Shaler of Newport. Kentucky, was a student at Harvard when the
Civil War began. In 1862. he came home to fight for the Union. Ill health limited hiscombat
experience, but his Civil War poetry is informed by many conversations with combat
veterans. In this review of Shaler's work. Adams shows that Shaler had great insight into

the nature of modem war and its impact on his native stale. In later life. Shaler became a
leading geologistand dean of Harvard's Lawrence Scientific School.
No Requirements.

Work: 859-572-5461

Home; 513-474-0544

Women with views
Flannery O'Connor: Writing with a Gun to Her Head
American writer Flannery O'Connordied at thirty-nine of lupus, a disease she inherited
from her falher. In this slide-illustrated talk. Adams looks at how O'Connor's struggle with

lupus affected her life and her writing, especially the theological and philosophical views
underlying her celebrated short stories and novels.
Carousel slide projector with remote control, stand, and screen.

Susan S.
Adams
Professor of English
Northern Kentucky
University

Harriet Beecher Stowe: Reform Begins at Home
Harriet Beecher Stowe's novel Uncle Tom's Cabin famously called for an end to slavery,

but that's not the only kind of liberation it advocated. Stowe also called for widespread
domestic refomi — a petticoat rebellion in every home. This long-overlooked aspect of
Uncle Tom's Cabin is the subject of Adams' talk.

Carousel slide projector with remote control, stand, and screen.

Dept. of Literature and
Language
Northern Ky. University

Highland Heights, KY 41099
Work: 859-572-5416

Home: 513-474-0544

Frances Trollope: Courage and Controversy
In her book Domestic Manners of the Americans. British writer Frances Trollope was

especially hard on Cincinnati. Ohio. This talk, which includes slide illustrations, will review
Trollope's criticisms of America as well as her long career as a social reformer and advocate
of legal rights for women.

Carousel slide projector wiih remote control, stand, and .screen.
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Featured Speakers

African-American musical traditions
African and African-American Musical Connections in Appalachia
In this lalk/demonsiraiion. Bullock traces the development of African-American music in
Appalachia. Beginning with the African musical heritage, she moves to this sideof the

Atlantic to look at folk songs, spirituals, work .songs, blues and go.spel music. As she
explores the connections between the African tradition and the new American experience.
Bullock shows how this music leads to a better understanding of African-American culture

Kathy W.
Bullock

in Appalachia and America.

Microphone. Half-inch VCR and monitor, CD ortape player, and piano are helpful but
not necessary. If no piano, please provide an outlet for an electric keyboard and a small
table to put it on.

Associate Professor
of Music

Berea College
1020 Moonlight Drive
Berea. KY 40403
Home; 859-986-6088
Fax: 859-986-6II5

Singing in the Spirit: African-American Sacred Music Tradition
Spirituals and gospel music are much more than pleasing, comforting sounds —they
are a powerful rellection of the triumphant spirit and faith of African-Americans. This talk/
demonstration includes audience participation.

Microphone: CD or tape player and piano are helpful but not necessary. Ifno piano,
please provide an outlet for an electric keyboard and a small table to put it on.

Tales of heaven and earth
Seasons of Celebration

Many traditional holidays originated in the seasonal changes of earth and sky. From

Groundhog Day to Halloween, our holidays hearken back to ancient times, reflecting the
rhythms of nature. Bunies explores these connections through songs and stories from the
Appalachian and European folk traditions.
Microphone; slide projector and screen.

Roberta M.
Burnes
Performing artist/educator
154 Hamilton Park

Simple Gifts: Songs of the Shakers
The Shakers had a remarkable influence on the economic and religious life of Kentucky.
Dressed in nineteenth-century costume, Burnes uses Shaker songs and dances to reveal the
human side of these intensely spiritual people.
Microphone on stand.

Lexington, KY 40504
Home: 859-225-3866

Star Stories and Comet Tales

For thousands of years, people have been watching the .stars and telling .stories of the

constellations. Burnes brings the human fascination with the heavens alive in this program
of star lore from around the world.

Microphone; slide projector and screen.
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Featured Speakers

Required reading
The Five Books Every Woman Must Read
This talk considers both fiction and nonfiction books — past and present — which have
been critical to the lives of contemporary women. Hear Calhoun-French's choice of the five
books every woman must read, then be prepared to share your own selections.
Lectern.

Daughters of Eve: Mythic Images of Women

Diane M.
Calhoun-French
Academic Dean

Jefferson Community
College—Southwest
Jefferson C. C.-SW
1000 Community College Dr.
Louisville. KY 40272
Office: S02-93S-9840
Home: 502-S33-2334

In this talk, Calhoun-French will examine how the image of Eve has shaped western
attitudes towiird women, attitudes still embedded in our thinking and visible in art, literature,

and popular culture. Slide illustrations will feature paintings, sculpture, advertising, books,
television, greeting cards, posters, comic strips, cartoons, photography, and cover art.
Lectern; carousel slide projector with remote control, stand, and screen.

Manners and Morals in Murder Mysteries
Murder mysteries offer more than mere suspense, says Calhoun-French. They also
comment — sometimes seriously, sometimes humorously — on the manners and morals
of their times.
Lectern.

Astar's fall... and redemption
The Tragic Odyssey of Ed Prichard, Kentucky's Boy Wonder
Ed Prichard (1915-1984) was one of Kentucky's mo.st remarkable citizens. An intellec

tual and political prodigy, Prichard quickly rose from Bourbon County, by way of Princeton
and Harvard, to a series of powerful posts in the Roosevelt Administration during World
War n. He fell even faster, but eventually rose again. Campbell bases his talk on his 1998

biography, Short of the Glory: The Fall and Redemption ofEdward F. Prichard Jr.
Lectern.

Tracy

Campbell
Associate Professor

of History
University of Kentucky
Department of History
University of Kentucky
1715 Patterson Tower

Lexington. KY 40506-0027
Office: 859-257-7811

Kentucky's Forgotten Tobacco Wars
For a clearer perspective on the plight of tobacco farmers today, Campbell looks back to
the tobacco "war" of the early 1900s when Kentucky farmers battled the American Tobacco
Company for control of their economic lives. The effort produced the only successful
agricultural strike in U, S. history, and a reign of violence.
Lectern.

The Strange Career of Vote Stealing in Kentucky
Kentucky's history of election fraud is legendary. This talk provides an overview of
election irregularities since 1888, when Kentucky became a laboratory for testing the
nation's first secret ballot.
Lectern.
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Featured Speakers

Standing up for Kentucky
Answering the Stereotypes, Standing Up for Kentucky
Kentucky, says Dick, has been stereotyped beyond recognition. There is an element of
truth in most stereotypes, but the Kentucky majority is anything but barefooted, ignorant,
and violent. This talk acknowledges and acclaims the multitude of Kentuckians who, though
they get little if any recognition, are living the kind of decent, productive lives that give the
lie to the stereotypes.
Lectern.

David
Dick
Author; former CBS

News correspondent
I 101 Plum Lick Road

Rivers of Kentucky
Kentucky has more miles of streams than any state except Alaska. To know Kentucky's
soul, it's been said, visit its rivers, of which there are almost forty. Dick's talk, based on his
newest book, explores how rivers connect us with our past, present and future.
Lectern.

Pahs, KY 40361
Home: 859-383-4366

The Scourges of Heaven
The historical novel The Scourges of Heaven was Dick's first foray into fiction. It tells
the story of the first of the devastating cholera epidemics that swept through Kentucky in the
nineteenth century.
Lectern; half-inch VCR with monitor.

Tunes and truth
Historic Truth and Ballad Truth: "Rowan County Troubles"
This talk will focus on "Rowan County Troubles," a ballad that tells the story of the
"war" that raged in Rowan County from 1884-1887. Also known as the Martin-Tolliver
Feud, the Rowan County War killed at least twenty people. James William "Blind Bill" Day

of Morehead composed "Rowan County Troubles" around the time of the upheaval. Dobler
will examine the historical accuracy of the song and present several versions of it.
Lectern; electrical outlet and table for tape recorder.

G. Ronald
Dobler
Associate Professor

of English
Morehead State University
650 Whitaker Street

Morehead. KY 40351
Home: 606-784-8474

"Wildwood Flower": Pop Song, Folk Song, or Both?
The sources of folk songs can be surprising. "Wildwood Flower" is a tune most Kentuck

ians would recognize, and most would call it a folk song. But. it's really a latter-day version
of a popular parlor ballad from 1860,composed by Maude Irving and J. P. Webster and
originally entitled "I'll Twine Mid the Ringlets." Dobler will present the original and many
variants, including the Carter Family's popular recording of "Wildwood Flower," and
examine how a popular song becomes a folk song.
Lectern; electrical outlet and table for tape recorder.
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Featured Speakers

Fascinating rhythms
Ragtime & Stride Piano: Elite Syncopations, Fascinatin' Rhythms
Ragtime piano music swept the country early in the twentieth century. Domek. a ragtime
pianist, will explain and demonstrate why this fresh music so delighted Americans. In
an easy-to-understand presentation, he will cover the musical trademarks of ragtime, its
blending of African-American and European musical elements, and its jazzy offshoot, stride
piano. The talk also includes a review of contemporary reactions to ragtime, and stresses the
contributions of African-Americans to our musical culture.

Richard
Domek
Professor of Music

University of Kentucky
School of Music
Fine Arts 105

University of Kentucky
Lexington, KY 40506-0022
Office: 859-257-1966

Microphone; lectern; a tuned piano of any type or description.

The Duke Ellington Story: A Rise to Musical Stardom
This is the fascinating story of the personal and professional journey that took Duke
Ellington from his middle-class origins in Washington, D. C. to international stardom as

a bandleader, pianist, and composer. Domek will trace Ellington's development as a
musician and entrepreneur as well as his surmounting of the obstacles he faced as an

African-American professional. This talk, which includes recordedexamples, will leave
audiences with an increased appreciation of Ellington's greataccomplishments, especially
as a composer.

Microphone; leclem; VCR and monitor.

The reading life
I Cannot Live Without Books: Confessions of a Bibliophile
•'People say that life is the thing, but I prefer reading." So said one of the many book
lovers quoted in Kevin Graffagnino's Only in Books: Wriiers. Readers & Bibliophiles on
Their Passion. An unrepentant bibliophile himself. Graffagnino draws on a quarter-century
of experience as bookseller, librarian, collector, historian, and author for this amusing talk
on the glorious past, impressive present, and uncertain future of the book. "Outside of a dog,
a book is man's best friend; inside of a dog. it's too dark to read." (Groucho Marx)

J. Kevin

Graffagnino
Director

Kentucky Historical Society
Kentucky Historical Society
100 W. Broadv/ay
Frankfort, KY 40601
Office: 502-564-1792

Lectern.

The Power ofthe Pioneer Press: Early Printers &Printing in Kentucky
Kentucky's early printers produced books, pamphlets, and newspapers that had consider
able impact on the politics, religion, and society of the Commonwealth in its formative

years. In this slide-illustrated talk. Graffagnino combines images of early Kentucky imprints
with an analysis of the role books and printing played in Kentucky life between 1792 and
the Civil War.

Lectern; carousel slide projector with remote control, stand, and screen.
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Featured Speakers

The road to freedom
The Underground Railroad in Kentucky
West of the Appalachians, the Ohio River was the border between slavery and freedom.
Thousands of slaves crossed it each year, many with the assistance of the Underground
Railroad. Hudson will explore the operations, notable events, and fascinating personalities
connected with the Underground Railroad in Kentucky.
Lectern; microphone.

J. Blaine
Hudson
Associate Professor

of Pan African Studies

University of Louisville

Dept. of Pan African Studies
University of Louisville
Louisville, KY 40292
Office: 502-852-5506

Kentucky During the Era of Segregation: 1865-1950
Racial altitudes hardened and racial conflicts intensified in Kentucky following the Civil
War. Black Kenluckians were free, but ihey faced formidable obstacles in their struggle for
a belter life. This talk is an overview of African-American life in Kentucky during the era of
legal segregation.
Lectern; microphone.

The Civil Rights Era in Kentucky: 1950-1970
The dismantling of legal segregation was as dramatic in Kentucky as it was in the rest of
the nation. Hudson will survey the civil rights era, then conclude with an assessment of the
current status of African-Americans and race relations in the state.

Lectern; microphone.

Pedal pushers
Women on Wheels: Victorian Women and Their Bicycles
Believe it or not. the bicycle had a significant impact on ihe women's rights movement. It

helped shape the evolution of fashion, courtship patterns, and ideas of gender identity. This
talk explores ihe history of the bicycle, especially the 1890s introduction of the safety
bicycle, which made cycling available to both sexes and aided the liberation of women.
Lectern; screen (or large, light-colored wall) for slides.

Jonathan

JefTrey
Special Collections Librarian
Western Kentucky University
Kentucky Library
Western Kentucky University
One Big Red Way
Bowling Green, KY 42101
Office: 270-745-5083

Home: 270-781-2873

Duncan Mines: A Culinary Entrepreneur
In this talk. Jeffrey explores the culinary odyssey of Duncan Hines, a Kentuckian who
became one of the most recognized names in advertising history. A native of Bowling
Green. Hines first won fame for his travel guides and cookbooks. Eventually, his name

appeared on products ranging from ice cream to charcoal grills, and it's still on the most
popular of those products — packaged cake mixes.
Lectern; screen (or large, light-colored wall) for slides: display table.

Vintage Valentines: Love Tokens Over the Centuries
Valentine's Day is a centuries-old holiday that blossomed in the Victorian Era. Tracing
the history of Valentine's Day from Roman times to the present. Jeffrey explores the
traditions that have comc to be associated with Heart Day.

Lectern; screen (or larse. lisht-colored wall) for slides; display table.
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Hard ball
Kentucky's Best Major League Players
There are four Kentuckians in ihe Baseball Hall of Fame al Cooperstown, and Lee will

give them their due, but he will also consider ihe many other fine players bom in Kentucky.
He will present two Kentucky all-star teams: one of players before 1920, and another of
players after 1920. Lee will ask the audience to help decide whether any members of this
group deserve induction into the Hall of Fume
Lectern; overhead, projector.

Harry G.
Lee
Baseball researcher;
Retired Professor
of Business

Eliazbethtown Community
College

S19 Sunningdale Way

Big League Baseball Events with Kentucky Connections
This talk will focus on major league baseball firsts related to Kentucky. One highlight
will be the only on-field fatality in major league baseball history — the two players in
volved were both Kentuckians. Lee will also take an in-depth look at the only World Series
in which a Kentucky team participated. During the first twenty years of major league
baseball. Kentucky had a major league team, and Lee will review its sometimes tragicomic
ups and downs.
Lectern; overhead projector.

Elirabethtown. KY 42701
Home: 270-765-5264

e-mail: hglee@prodigy.net

The Civil War: New takes
The Meaning of the Civil War
This talk on the legacy of the Civil War will review some of the approaches historians are
using to bring new insight and meaning to this turning point in American history. But, asks
Lucas, is the public listening to this imaginative and well-written new history? Stories
"heard at grandfather's knee" still sometimes trump scholarly inquiry, and the rising neoConfederate movement rejects modem scholarship in the South.
No special requirements.

Marion B.
Lucas
Professor of History
Western Kentucky University
Department of History
Western Kentucky University
One Big Red Way
Bowling Green, KY 42101
Office; 270-745-5736

Home; 270-843-8580
e-mail:

marion.lucas@wku.edu

Slavery in Kentucky
Lucas, author of>l History of Blacks in Kentucky. 1760-1891. will place slavery in
Kentucky into the context of slavery in the South as a whole. He will also analyze and
evaluate the evolution of slavery in Kentucky, and review current historical writing
on slavery.
No special requirements.

Kentucky Blacks: Transition from Slavery to Freedom
In this talk. Lucas will focus on the first five years, 1865-1870, following the end of
slavery in Kentucky. The workplace, education, living conditions, and society are the areas
he will cover, with special attention to Kentucky's rising black middle class.
No special requirements.
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Featured Speakers

Folk tales: Stories we live by
Ghost Stories from Across Kentucky
Headless creatures, felt presences, haunted mansions, Civil War ghosts — these are a just
few of the ghost-story types Montell will cover in this totally new version of his everpopular talk on Kentucky ghosts. He'll also talk about the reality/non-reality of ghosts.
Lectern; microphone.

Lymvood
Vlontell
Emeritus Professor
of Folk Studies

Stories as Generational Bonding Agents
Stories graphically demonstrate that the place where a person was bom and/or grew up,
and the people who were present at that lime, were and are one and inseparable. Montell
will show how stories preserve precious information about family members and their life
and times that would otherwise be lost.

Lectern; microphone.

Western Kentucky University

3673 Gott-Hydro Road
Oakland. KY 42159
Home: 270-563-4373

e-mail: LLMontell@cs.com

Kentucky Folk Architecture
Folk architecture consists of buildings constructed for local people, by local people, using
local building materials. Montell will show color slides as he describes Kentucky buildings,
including many pre-World War II houses and bams, that fit this definition.
Lectern; microphone; carousel slide projector with remote control, screen.

It's a guy thing
The Discourse of Male Bonding

Peter F.
Associate Professor

of English
Murray State University
Department of English
Murray State University
7C Faculty Hall
Murray, KY 42071

Based on Murphy's forthcoming book Studs, Tools, and the Family Jewels: Metaphors
Men Live By, this talk analyzes the language men use in everyday speech. Murphy says men
protect themselves from close relationships by hiding behind a language whose meaning
even they do not fully comprehend. Men's speech is full of metaphors — Murphy will focus
on what they really mean and how they contribute to the group identity of men in contempo
rary society. He will also suggest alternative metaphors to describe the heterosexual male
experience.
No special requirements.

Feminism and Masculinity
In this talk. Murphy will apply a feminist analysis to an understanding of manhood and
masculinity as portrayed in literature and popular culture. These portrayals, says Murphy,
reinforce traditional ideas about masculinity and cripple men as human beings. He will
suggest ways men can arrive at a positive conception of manhood that is not oppressive to
women and other men.

No special requirements.

Office: 270-762-471 I
Home: 270-436-6284
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AKentucky empire
Falls of Rough: A Feudal Estate in Nineteenth-century Kentucky
In the early nineteenth century. Willis Green created an empire at Falls of Rough in
Grayson and Breckinridge counties. In this talk, which draws on more than 10,000 pieces of
Green family personal and business correspondence, Ridenour tells how Green succeeded
spectacularly as a landowner, businessman, and politician. The presentation features a
display of Green family memorabilia.
No equipment required.

Hugh
Ridenour
Historian and author

1715 Stagecoach Road
Hanson. KY 42413
Home: 270-825-1533

A Surgeon's Tale: Life and Death in the Orphan Brigade
As a surgeon attached to various regiments of the famous Orphan Brigade, Kentucky
native John Orlando Scott practiced his trade at numerous Civil War battles, including
Shiloh. This talk is based on articles he wrote about his war experiences and on scrapbooks
he and his daughter kept for half-a-century.
No equipment required.

My Kingdom for a Boat: Memories of the '37 Flood
Every Kentuckian who was living along a river in 1937 has a story to tell. To illustrate
the profound impact of the great tlood, Ridenour has collected Hood stories from many
sources, including his own parents.
No equipment required.

They made our world
The Greatest Generation in Kentucky and America
In his bestselling book, journalist Tom Brokaw praised the men and women whocame of
age during the Depression and World War II as "the greatest generation any society has ever
produced." Share's talk will focus on thatgeneration in Kentucky, highlighting the chal
lenges it faced and the contributions it made.
Lectern,

Allen J.
Share
Instructor of History
University of Louisville
Jefferson Community
College
1711 Meadowgate Lane
Louisville. KY 40223-1113

The County in Kentucky Life
Kentuckians just plain love iheir counties. This talk will explore the development,
evolution, and meaning of the county in Kentucky life and culture.
Lectern.

Looking Backward: The Year 2000, Then and Now
Edward Bellamy's influential 1887 Utopian novel. Looking Backward, dared to predict
life in the U. S. in 2000. This talk compares Bellamy's vision with the reality.
Lectern.

Home; 502-429-5965

As Others See Kentucky: Images and Stereotypes
Share explores the conceptions and misconceptions other Americans have held about
Kentucky from the 1700s right up to the present day. It's a long li.st.
Lectern.

2000-2001 KHC Speakers Bureau
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The writing life
Write When You Get Work: The Struggles of a Kentucky Novelist
Before he became a novelist, Sherburne toiled in the advertising vineyards. He tells how
he escaped and went on to publish ten successful historical novels and murder mysteries.
He'll also discuss the craft of fiction writing and the writer's market today.
Lectern.

McCarthyism In Kentucky: Remembering Louisville's Braden Case

James R.
Sherburiie
Novelist and Playwright
128 Chautauqua Avenue
Lawrenceburg, KY 40342
Home: 502-839-4256

In 1954, amid the anticommunist hysteria whipped up by Senator Joseph McCarthy,
radical Louisville journalist Carl Braden was convicted of sedition against the state of
Kentucky. Working in Louisville at the time, Sherbtifne was a close observer of the case,
which he calls "witch-hunting at its most emotional."
Lectern.

Kentucky History: Center Stage!
For six years Sherburne and his late wife, actress Nancy Sherburne, roamed Kentucky
from Pikeviile to Paducah, presenting one-character historical dramas. He relates some of
their adventures, and offers advice on creating local historical plays.
Lectern.

What's for dinner
Appalachian Foods: Defining a Culture
Sohn says there's a world-class cuisine in Appalachia, and he's written an award-winning
cookbook to prove it — Mountain Country Cooking. He's also food and cooking editor of
the Encyclopedia of Appalachia. This talk will describe the mountains and people of
Appalachia, but it's mainly about their food. Chef Sohn will have your mouth watering for
apple butter, soup beans, stack cakes, gritted com bread, chocolate gravy, fried ramps, liver
mush, slick dumplings, pot "likker." buttermilk, cream pull candy, shuck beans, and much

Mark F.
Sohn
Television chef and

more. Don't come hungry!

In addition to giving a talk about food, Sohn could help your group prepare an Appala
chian dinner from Mountain Countiy Cooking. Don't forget to ask him about this option
when you call to book this talk.

cookbook author;

Professor of Psychology
Pikeviile College
103 Honeysuckle Drive
Pikeviile, KY4I50I
Home: 606-437-6467

Food and the French: The History of a Great Love Affair
He wrote the book on Appalachian cooking, but Mark Sohn also knows French food. In
fact, he is a Paris-trained chef and visits France to study and eat. In this talk, Sohn will show
how the development of French cuisine is related to French history and culture.
Lectern; carousel slide projector and screen.

Fax: 606-437-7837
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Rituals of love and death
All Dressed in Black: Victorian Death, Grief, and Sentimentality
In the nineteenth century, life was different, and so was death, which was surrounded by
elaborate rituals that by now have been greatly altered or discarded altogether. Dressed in
mourning attire. Stone will describe Victorian funerals and their symbolism, and show the
kinds of photographs, jewelry, invitations, and mementoes families used in their mourning.
Lectern; six-foot table for display.

Sue Lynn
Stone
University Archivist

Western Kentucky University
The Kentucky Building
Western Kentucky University
Bov/ling Green, KY 42101
Office: 270-745-4793
Home; 270-781-2336

Miss Fannie the Flirt

Bom in 1870. Fannie Morton Bryan grew up in Russellville and graduated from Logan
Female College. At age eighteen she began to keep a diary. Drawing on that diary as well as
contemporary magazines, newspapers, and etiquette manuals. Stone explores Fannie's
world of adolescents who pass the time in courtship and flirting.
Lectern,

Annie Fellows Johnston and the Little Colonel
An 1894 visit to Peewee Valley, Kentucky inspired Indiana native Annie Fellows
Johnston to write her popular children's book The Little Colonel and its many sequels, most
of them set in Peewee Valley. Dressed in 1890s fashion and displaying her Little Colonel
collection. Stone invites you to visit Annie Fellows Johnston's world.
Lectern; six-foot table for display.

From Appalachia to academia
Turning Obstacles into Opportunities; An Appalachian Upbringing

Aaron

Thompson
Associate Professor

of Sociology
Eastern Kentucky University
839 Three Forks Road

Richmond. KY 40475

How does a child born in a two-room cabin in a Clay County hollow grow up to be a
university professor with a Ph.D.? In this talk, Thompson will tell how he did it, with
emphasis on the richness as well as the difficuhies of his mountain upbringing. Touching on
topics that include Appalachian history and customs, race relations, family influences, and
education, this is an uplifting story, spiced with humor and with lessons in life for any
Kentuckian of any age.
No equipment required.

Four Steps to Living an Unbiased Life
Delivered in a fun yet provocative manner, this talk takes an audience through a four-step
process of freeing them.selves from unwanted bias toward those who are "different."
Thompson has given this presentation widely and it is especially popular with organizations
and institutions that want to expand the diversity within their walls.
No equipment required.

Office: 859-622-1358
Home: 859-623-5325

Fax: 859-622-5887
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Featured Speakers

Potions and plows
Take a Feather from a Ground Hog: Eastern Kentucky Folk Medicine
Tucker has interviewed thousands of eastern Keniuckians about how they treated them

selves and their animals when they were sick or injured. This talk will include not only the
remedies Tucker uncovered, but the wonderful stories that went with them as well.
Lectern; microphone.

Tools, Implements, and Devices from Kentucky's Immediate Past

Eniest M.
Tucker
Professor of History
Ashland Community College

Tucker has collected hundreds of tools, implements, and devices used by Kentuckians on
farms and in shops, mines and kitchens. Including spinning wheels, wool winders, black
smith tools, woodworking tools, and more, the collection illustrates how much things have
changed over the past century. The program features a display of tools and lots of humor.
Lectern: microphone; five long tables for displays.

S10 West Pamela Drive

Ashland. KY 41102
Office: 606-329-2999
Ext. 233

Homespun Humor in Eastern Kentucky
Eastern Kentucky humor has a country flavor which is hard to beat. Tucker heard these
stories from ordinary people who enjoy a good laugh and see humor in most everything.
Almost any subject is fair game: religion, marriage, family, school, work (legal or other
wise). and play.
Lectern; microphone.

The battle for Kentucky's soul
How the South Won the War after the Shooting Stopped

3:

During the Civil War, Kentucky sent many more soldiers into the Union Army than
into the Confederate Army. But after the shooting stopped, the predominance of Union
sympathies ended too. Southern sympathizers and Confederate veterans, says Wetherington,
won the postwar battle for the hearts and minds of Kentuckians. and the state was soon
much more Southern in outlook than it had been when the war started.
Lcctem.

Mark V.

\>etherington
Director
Filson Club Historical

Society
Filson Club

1310 South Third Street

Louisville. KY 40208

Kentucky: America's Forgotten West
During the late 1700s, Kentucky was the American West, and it had all the right stuff —
buffalo, cattle drives, forts, frontiersmen, and Indians. The frontier soon moved farther

west, but even in the late 1800s historians recalled Kentucky's important role as the "first
West." Now. though, awareness of Kentucky's part in the nation's westward push has
been overwhelmed in the popular imagination by the cowboy stereotype. In this talk.
Wetherington asks "What happened?"
Lectern.

Office: 502-635-5083
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SEVEN GREAT CHARACTERS!

Kentucky Chautauqua
Bringing History to Life

The Kentucky Humanities Council is proud to present Kentucky Chautauqua,
featuring historically accurate impersonations of seven fascinating characters
from Kentucky's past. A unique combination of education and entertainment,

Kentucky Chautauqua performances arc available through the 2000-2001
Speakers Bureau. Please read these instructions carefully!
• KHC is offering 105 free Chautauqua performances in 2000-2001. First
come, first served.

• A nonprofitsponsor is limited to one free Kentucky Chautauqua program
during the year. No exceptions.
• Chautauqua is intended for audiences of forty or more. Please do not
schedule for smaller groups.

• A sponsor who applies too late or desires additional Chautauqua
performances can purchase them at our cost — $350 per program. You
may charge admission to performances your group has purchased.
• All Kentucky Chautauqua performances, whether free or paid, will be
scheduled through the usual Speakers Bureau application process.
• Please remember, you must contact the performer and confirm arrangements
for free or paid programs before submitting an application. If you don't, your
program will not take place as you planned.

• Questions or problems? Please call Cathy Ferguson. Speakers Bureau
Coordinator, at 859-257-5932.

2000-2001 KHC Speakers Bureau
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Kentucky Chautauqua

Alben W. Barkley
The Veep
1877-1956

HIS THACHKRS predicted he would be president, but Alben Barkley had to settle
Portrayed by:

Donald Johnson
Living History Presenter
337 West Willow Drive

Mayfield, KY 42066
Home: 270-247-1973

Requirements: 10' x 10' playing
area; podium

for the vice-presidency. The greatest legislatorand orator Kentucky
produced in the 20th century, Barkley was the son of Graves County tobacco
fanners. After college, he read law, passed the bar, and opened an office in
Paducah. His political career started when he was elected McCracken County
attorney in 1906, and climaxed 43 years later when he was sworn in as Harry
Truman's vice president — "The Veep." By that time — 1949 — this Paducah
Democrat had spent 14 years in the U. S. House and 22 years in the Senate,
where he rose to be majority leader and worked closely with President
Roosevelt. Taking advantage of Barkley's vast experience, President Truman

included him in high-level deliberations, making him the first real working vice
president in American hi.story. Barkley went out in style, dying of a heart attack
while giving a speech in April, 1956.

Simon Bolivar Buckner
General and Governor
1823-1914

SIMON Bolivak Bucknkr got around. He was aConfederate general, but he
Portrayed by:

Duane Murner
Living History Presenter
8502 Todds Point Road

Crestwood, KY 40014
Home: 502-241-5971

Requirements: 10' x 10' playing
area

was a pallbearer at the funeral of Ulysses Grant as well as that of Jefferson
Davis. A native of Hart County, Kentucky, Buckner was an 1844 graduate of

West Point, where he and Grant became friends. Buckner pursued a military
career until 1855, then resigned to help manage his wife's family's extensive
business interests in Chicago. By the time the Civil War started, he was back in
Kentucky. He tried to preserve the state's neutrality, but when that failed he

rejected a commission in the Union Army andjoined the Confederacy, rising to
the rank of Lieutenant General by war's end. In 1887. Buckner was elected
governor of Kentucky, one of a long line of Democrats with Confederate ties

who held the office in the post-War years. He retired from politics after running
for vice-president of the U. S. in 1896 on a third-party ticket headed by a
former Union general.
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Kentucky Chautauqua

Henry Clay
Kentucky's Great Statesman
1777-1852

Above ali.. Henry Clay wanted to be president ofthe United States. Despite
Portrayed by:

George McGee
Director of Theatre.

Georgetown College
2025 Longview Drive
Georgetown. KY 40324
Office; 502-863-8162
Home: 502-863-9542

. never quite making it — he came very close — Clay made an indelible
mark on the history of his country, which he served as a Senator, as Speaker of
the House, and as Secretary of State. Bom and educated in Virginia. Clay
moved to Kentucky and set up a law practice in Lexington in 1797. Elected to
the state legislature in 1803, he won a seat in the U. S. House in 1811. For the
next forty years, he was a major player on the national political scene. Slavery
posed a great political and personal quandary for Clay. A slaveholder himself,
he advocated gradual emancipation and colonization in Africa. In Congress, he
opposed extension of slavery into the new western stales.
Married to Lucretia Hart in 1799, Henry Clay fathered eleven children. He
died in Washington and is buried in Lexington Cemetery.

Requirements: 10'x 10' playing
area

Simon Kenton
Frontiersman
1755-1836

SIMON Kenton. thinking he had killed another boy in afight over agirl, fled
Portrayed by:

Mel Hankia
Educator and

flintiocl< gunsmith
106 Bunny Trail "Trails End"
Jamestown, KY 42629

west from Virginia at the age of 16. He was wrong — he had only knocked
his rival unconscious — but the incident launched him on a life of high
adventure. By the time he was 20, Kenton had fetched up on the Kentucky
shore of the Ohio River in what is now Mason County. From there he pro
ceeded to carve out a remarkable career as an explorer and frontiersman. A
compatriot of Daniel Boone and George Rogers Clark. Kenton was a legendary
Indian fighter and became Kentucky's self-appointed welcomer-in-chief. From
his post in Mason County, he personally greeted many of the early arrivals in

Home: 270-343-3081

what was then the far west.

Requirements: 10" x 10' playing

Kenton married twice and had ten children. He became a wealthy man. but
lost his land. Unable to read or write, he spent his final years in poverty in

area

Ohio.
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Kentucky Chautauqua

Lily May Ledford
Coon Creek Girl
1917-1985

WHEN Lily May Ledford was ayoung girl in the Red River Gorge in easlerr
Kentucky, she wanted a fiddle so badly that she traded her most precious
Portrayed by:

Sandy Harmon
Living History Presenter
843 Watson Lane

Henderson, KY 42420
Home: 270-827-2983

Requirements: 10' x 10' playing
area

possession — a box of crayons — for a broken-down instrument that didn't
have strings or tuning pegs or a bow. It turned out to be a good deal because
that fiddle helped launch a career that gave Ledford and her Kentucky moun
tain music a national audience. In 1936, Ledford went to Chicago to perform
on WLS Radio's National Bam Dance. The next year Ledford's manager, John

Lair, assembled a siring band featuring Ledford's distinctive banjo style.
Named the Coon Creek Girls, it was the first all-female string band. In 1939,
the Coon Creek Girls began an 18-year run on the Renfro Valley Bam Dance
radio show. That same year the group played at the White House for President
and Mrs. Roosevelt and their guests, the King and Queen of England. The
Coon Creek Girls disbanded in 1957.

Miss Dinnie Thompson
No Ordinary Woman
1857-1939

IN ONE SENSE, Miss Dinnie Thompson was ordinary, aworkaday person
Portrayed by:

Erma J. Bush
Actress & Playwright
Contact:

Juanita L. White
10203 Cambrie Court

Louisville, KY 40241
Home: 502-327-7885

Requirements: 10' x 10' playing
area

who was never rich or famous. But, as a representative of all those black
Kentucky women who made good lives in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries despite slavery, prejudice, and hardship, she is anything but
ordinary. Dinnie was bom a slave in the household of a member of Louisville's
renowned Speed family. Her mother was a freedom-loving woman who took
Dinnie along on several attempts to escape across the Ohio River. They were
caught every time.

After emancipation. Miss Dinnie worked for almost 30 years as a laundress.
Then, for 26 years, she was a maid at Louisville's Neighborhood House. There
she became friends with a young social worker named Elizabeth Wilson.
Through their friendship. Miss Dinnie Thompson's extraordinary story has
been preserved as a testimony to the memory of thousands of "ordinary"
women like her.

18
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Kentucky Chautauqua

Sallie Ward
Queen of Society
1827-1896

S Ai.LiK Ward was boni and raised to be aSouthern belle, and she played the
role incomparably. The daughter of a wealthy family, she grew up in a
Portrayed by;

Suzi Schuhniann
Living History Presenter
1310 Cherokee Road
Louisville. KY 40204
Home; 502-454-3042

Louisville mansion and, after attending a French finishing school in Philadel
phia, embarked on one of the nineteenth century's most memorable social
carecrs. Pretty, quick-witted, unconventional, and spoiled. Ward enjoyed
widespread popularity not only in Louisville but in fashionable haunts in the
eastern U. S. and in Europe. Her behavior could be scandalous — she once

wore bloomers to a Boston ball — but was often trendsetting. She introduced
fancy dress balls and opera glasses to Kentucky, and was the fir^t lady of high
station to use cosmetics. Married four times — divorced once and widowed

Requirements: 10' x 10' playing
area

twice — Ward found time to hold frequent benefit balls for the poor. Her
doings were hot news for more than half a century. She enjoyed it all, and
advised her family not to bury her until three days after her death, in case she
was just resting.

Reminder
Apply early! Speakers
Bureau funds usually run
out before September I.

2000-2001 KHC Speakers Bureau
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More Speakers
Speakers on these pages are also available through the
Speakers Bureau. For those whose travel is regional, please
see the map on page 23.

When you call these speakers, be sure to ask about equipment
they may need, such as a lectern, microphone, slide projector,
or VCR.

Daytime phone number is listed first.
BRADY. ERIKA, Programs in Folk Studies, IWFAC 251, Western Kentucky
University, Bowling Green KY 42101. Travel; Region 4. 270/745-5902.
i*' For Every 111 a Cure: Kentucky Folk Medicine, Yesterday and Today
The Fruit of the Family Tree: Harvesting Your Family Folklore
CANON, BRADLEY C., Department of Political Science, University of Kentucky,
Lexington. KY 40506-0027. Travel: Regions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. 859/257-4895;
859/278-6155.

The Affirmative Action Debate: An Analysis of the Arguments
^ Religion and the Constitution in the 1990s

CANTRELL, DOUGLAS, Department of History, Elizabethtown Community College,
Elizabethtown. KY 42701. Travel: Statewide. 270/769-2371, x. 402.

it- Aliens in Appalachia: Immigrant Life in the Coal Fields
Himlerville: A Hungarian Village in Eastern Kentucky
CLAYPOOL, JAMES C., History Departmcni, Northern Kentucky University, Highland
Heights KY 41099. Travel: Statewide. 859/572-5373; 859/431-1341.
i*- Kentucky is Our Land: A Musical Journey Throughout the
Commonwealth

The Derby: A Celebration of Kentucky and its Heritage
i* A Bronze Star is Born: The Story of Newport's World Peace Bell

CRAIG, BERRY, 409 Highland Street, Mayfield KY 42066. Travel: Statewide.
270/554-9200, x. 6177; 270/247-8960.

The Three Bs of Kentucky Politics: Bombast, Burgoo, and Bourbon
Stovepipe Johnson and the Great Newburgh Raid of 1862
CLARK, THOMAS D.. 175 Kentucky Avenue, Lexington KY 40502.
Travel: Inquire of speaker. 859/255-9139.
Kentucky: A Look Back at the Twentieth Century
Kentucky: Some Unfinished Business

CROWE-CARRACO. CAROL. History Department, Western Kentucky University.
Bowling Green. KY 42101. Travel: Statewide. 270/745-5728; 270/842-8804.
Women in Kentucky Politics
f* The Fair Ladies: Kentucky Women at the Columbian Exposition of 1893
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DEW. ALOMA W., 2015 Griffith Place E., Owensboro, KY 42301. Travel;
Statewide. 270/685-2034; FAX 270/926-3196.

f*- Mentally Free: Emily Tubman, An Independent Southern Woman
Political Activist vs. Southern Belle: Conflicting Views of Women's
Suffrage
DEW, LEE A., 2015 Griffith Place E., Owensboro, KY 4230L Travel; Statewide.
270/685-2034; FAX 270/926-3196.
Barbecue: It's Not Just What We Eat... It's Who We Are

Agriculture: Kentucky's Least-known Resource

DOYLE, RON J.. Department of Microbiology. University of Louisville, Health
Sciences Center. Louisville, KY 40292. Travel: Statewide. 502/852-5350;
502/267-6336.

^ History, Misery, and Microbes
^ Plagues and Pestilences in the Bible

ELLIS. WILLIAM E,. 123 Pleasant Ridge Drive. Richmond KY 40475. Travel:
Statewide. 859/623-9212.

t*- Whither the Kentucky?: The River, The People, The Land
^ The Great Depression: Drought, Flood and Famine Stalk the Land
EPSTEIN, GRACE A.. Department of English, Kentucky Wesleyan College,
Owensboro, KY 42302. Travel: 2, 3, 4. 270/926-3111, x. 5272; 270/689-9796.

^ Kentucky Women Writers: Marsha Norman, Bobbie Ann Mason, and
Barbara Kingsolver
GIFFORD, JAMES M.. Jesse Stuart Foundation, P. O. Box 391, Ashland, KY 41114. Travel:
Statewide. 606/329-5232.

^ Appalachian Humor
i*- Jesse Stuart: The Man and His Books

HENDERSON. A. GWYNN, Kentucky Archaeological Survey, 1020A Export Street, Lexington,
KY 40506-9854. Travel: Statewide. 859/257-1919.

Dispelling the Myth: Indian Life in Kentucky, 1600-1800
The Village Near the Ford: Life in the Kentucky River Valley in 1407
HOLLINGSWORTH. RANDOLPH (Ms.), 221 Moloney Building, Lexington
Community College, Lexington, KY 40506-0235. Travel: Region 6. 859/257-3635;
859/271-3017.

^ A View from the Pedestal: The Lives of Antebellum Kentucky Ladies
The Woman Triumphant: Joel T. Hart's Statue and the Women of the Bluegrass
HOLMBERG. JAMES J.. Filson Club Historical Society, 1310 S. Third St.. Louisville.
KY 40208. Travel: Statewide. 502/634-8846:502/231-9167.

The Lewis and Clark Expedition
Richard S. Ewell: Confederate General and Prisoner of War

JACKSON. CARLTON, History Department. Western Kentucky University. Bowling Green.
KY 42101. Travel: Statewide. 270/745-5730; 270/526-6045.

Hattie McDaniel and the Making of Gone with the Wind
•* Martin Ritt and the Making of Social Film in the United States
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More Speakers
Speakers on ihese pages are also available through the
Speakers Bureau. For those whose travel is regional, please
see the map on page 23.

When you call these speakers, be sure to ask about equipment
they may need, such as a lectern, microphone, slide projector,
or VCR.

Daytime phone number is listed first.

JONES. LO AL. 11 I Forest Street. Berea KY 40403. Travel: Regions 6. 7, 8.
859/986-3406.

Appalachian Humor and Values
^ Faith and Meaning in the Southern Uplands
JONES. STEVEN H., 1014 W. Broadway, Mayfield KY 42066. Travel: Regions 1,2.
270/762-4629: 270/247-0005.

The Life of EHis Wilson: Lessons in Race Relations for the Twenty-first
Century

KERSELL, NANCY D.. Northern Kentucky University, 502 Landrum. Highland Heights,
KY 41099. Travel: 5. 6. 859/572-6618:513/521-0236.

Revisiting Holocaust History
» Children of the Holocaust

KLOTTER, JAMES C.. 1087 The Lane. Lexington KY 40504. Travel: Statewide.
502/863-8076: 859/277-4572.

?*• Looking Backward: The State Historian's View of Changes in Kentucky
in the Twentieth Century
» A Look at A New History of Kentucky
METZMEIER, CLARA L.. 1610 Parkview Drive. Campbellsville, KY 42718. Travel:
Statewide. 270/789-5242: 270/465-6104.

Kentucky Writers Trail: Authors from East to West
i* Janice's Legacy: The Fiction of Janice Holt Giles
PILKINGTON. BOB. 4307 St. Regis Lane. Louisville. KY 40220. Travel;
Regions 3. 4, 5, 6. 502/459-5475: 502/897-9845.
George Rogers Who?: Kentucky's Forgotten Hero
i*- Nine Young Kentuckians with Lewis and Clark

PRICHARD. JAMES M.. Kentucky Department for Libraries and Archives. 300 Coffee
Tree Road. Frankfort. KY 40602-0537. Travel: Statewide. 502/564-8300, x. 347;
502/633-6256.

» Jesse James in Kentucky: Fact, Fiction, and Folklore
Abolitionists in Our Midst: The Doyle Conspiracy of 1848
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ROBERTS. ALICE KENNELLY. 443 Farrell Drive, Covington. KY 41011-3779 Travel
3.5,6. 859/.34]-2020.

Shamrocks and Bluegrass
Ben Lucien Burman, Covington Author

VAN WILLIGEN, JOHN. Department of Anthropology, University of Kentucky,
Lexington. KY 40506. Travel: Statewide. 859/257-6920; 859/269-8301.

i*- Tobacco Culture: Historic Farm Practices in the Burley Belt {with slides)
^ Biscuits and Gravy: Old-time Food Ways of Kentucky Farm Communities
WESTON. BEAU, Centre College, 600 West Walnut Street, Danville KY 40422. Travel:
Statewide. 859/238-5256.

•* Why Conservative Churches Grow and Liberal Churches Don't
•* The Intelligent Woman's Guide to Mate Selection

WHITE, JUANITA L.. 10203 Cambrie Court, Louisville, KY 40241. Travel: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
502/327-7885.

The Life and Times of the Rev. Elijah P. Marrs

«• The United Brothers of Friendship (UBF) Cemetery in Corydon, Kentucky

Speakers Bureau

Regional Travel Map
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How to apply for a speaker
1. Contact your selected speaker at least four weeks before your program date to find out
if he or she will be available to talk to your group. You must contact your speaker

before applying to KHC. If you don't, your program will not take place as you
planned.

2. Apply for KHC funding by completing one ofthe application torms in this catalog and
returning it to the KHC office. Send the application to KHC, along with the $35.00
application fee, at least two weeks before your scheduled program (the fee will be
returned only if your program is not available). KHC-approved speakers not listed
in this catalog may be funded through the Speakers Bureau. Call the KHC office tor
information.

3. Await notification from KHC that your program has been approved.
4. Send a confirmation form to your speaker. KHC will pay the speaker s honorarium,
mileage, and meals. Sponsors are responsible for lodging, if needed.

5. Sign the confirmation form and the certification form and return them to the KHC within
two weeks of reccipt. This is your contract with the KHC.
Tips for a successful Speakers Bureau program:

^

Publicize your program effectively. Feel free to duplicate any part of this catalog for use
in your publicity efforts. (Kentucky Chautauqua programs will include a publicity kit.) A
few publicity suggestions;

• Send news releases to newspapers and radio and television stations
• Send a newsletter announcing the program to members of your group
• Post flyers in prominent community locations
• Send notices to any mailing lists you can get

• Arrange a telephone publicity campaign

^

Sponsors of Speakers Bureau talks must acknowledge KHC support in all publicity
materials andevent programs. Printed credits should read, "This program was funded in
part by the Kentucky Humanities Council and the National Endowment for the Humani
ties." We will supply camera-ready copies of the KHC logo.

%/ Confirm again. One week before your program, call the speaker to review all arrange
ments.

Remember, the speaker may have a long drive, so please put the talk before the
business part of your agenda, especially at evening events.

^

When you introduce your speaker, be sure to acknowledge the support of the Kentucky
Humanities Council and the National Endowment for the Humanities.

^

Immediately after your program takes place, send in the evaluation form.

^

KHC will pay the speaker directly.

2000-01 Speakers Bureau Application

2000-01 Speakers Bureau Application
(Please include application fee)

(Please include application fee)
Nonprofit community group requesting speaker:

Nonprofit community group requesting speaker:

Estimated audience (40 minimum for Chautauqua):

Estimated audience (40 minimum for Chautauqua):

Name of Program Coordinator;

Name of Program Coordinator:

Address:

Address:

Phone:

Phone: _

Signature:

Signature:

Speaker Requested:

Speaker Requested:

Speaker's Topic:

Speaker's Topic:

Date and Time of Talk:

Date and Time of Talk:

Location (Street Address or Building, and Town):

Location (Street Address or Building, and Town):

IMPORTANT — PLEASE NOTE: Have you confirmed
these arrangements with your speaker? If not, you must do
so before applying to KHC!

IMPORTANT — PLEASE NOTE: Have you confirmed

these arrangements with your speaker? If not, you must do
so before applying to KHC!

APPLICATION FEE — A $35.00 fee. which covers up to

APPLICATION FEE — A $35.00 fee, which covers up to

two free programs, must accompany this application. It will
be refunded only if your program is not available.

two free programs, must accompany this application. It will
be refunded only if your program is not available.

LIMIT: A total of two (2) free speakers, including no more
than one (1) Chautauqua character, per sponsor per year.

LIMIT: A total of two (2) free speakers, including no more
than one (1) Chautauqua character, per sponsor per year.

Speakers in this catalog may be scheduled for dales through

Speakers in this catalog may be scheduled for dates through

July 31, 2001.

July 31, 2001.

Return this form, with application fee, to:

Return this form, with application fee, to:

KHC Speakers Bureau

KHC Speakers Bureau

206 East Maxwell Street

206 East Maxwell Street

Lexington, KY 40508-2613

Lexington, KY 40508-2613

Kentucky Humanities Council, Inc.
University of Kentucky
206 East Maxwell Street

Lexington. KY 40506-0315
859/257-5932

Board of Directors

Yvonne H. Baldwin. Morehead, Exec. Committee

Roger J. Wolford, Louisville, Chair
Joe P. Rhinehart. Georgetown, Vice Chair
David I. Carter, Lexington, Treasurer
Karen Carothers, Owensboro, Secretary
John Bolin. Berea, Exec. Committee

Ben R, Brewer, Louisville

Nancy D. Baird, Bowling Green
James Duane Bolin. Murray
Anita H. Donaldson, Louisville

Alyce Grover, Somerset
Morris A. Grubbs, Columbia

John E. Kleber, Louisville
Isabelle Overstreet, Lexington
Ann Parker, Maysville
Sanford Parker, Maysville
Joseph A. Scopa, Cumberland
John W. Scott, Pikeville
Joanne Weeter, Louisville
Staff

Virginia G, Smith, Executive Director
Charles Thompson. Asst. Dir./Publications
Kathleen Pool, Asst. Dir./Grants & Development
Catherine Ferguson, Speakers Coordinator/Secretary
Elaine Madden, Bookkeeper
Phyllis MacAdam. New Books Coordinator
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